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No permit’s required

No permit’s required
I realize
to capture moments
from my life
in words
to share with others

From a middle-aged
beginner poet:
some verses
for those who like
to laugh
or ponder

And everyone else
can go to hell
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Legal Notice

Uploading this text
to Instagram,
Facebook
or some other
social network
I’m too old
to have heard of
so as to demonstrate
your good taste
and sense of humour
to ‘friends’
or ‘followers’
would be a violation
of copyright.

But go ahead
For what’s the point
of poems
if no one reads them?
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About this ebook

The editorial staff
would like to assure readers
that no poets were killed, injured,
or in any way mistreated
during the writing
of this ebook
Non-unionized writers
were not employed
and no financial
or other incentives
were offered
The e-book itself
was manufactured
from only the finest electrons, 
which were cold-pressed
within an hour
of being harvested
You may be certain
that this product
is 100% cellulose-free
and that our production processes
minimized the use
of polluting inks
 
! Readers of
a sensitive nature
are advised
that this e-book
contains taboo language
as well as comments
that some
may consider to be
in questionable taste
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Trivial thoughts about dying

Chest pain while typing:
at least let me
finish this article

Near-miss on the motorbike:
who would eat the sandwiches
in my backpack?
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Really whizzing along!

Our train took
what seemed like forever
to leave behind
the ad-plastered
smoke-stained downtown
that was January
and navigate
at not much more
than a slow trot -
certainly nowhere near
a gallop -
the endless back gardens
and washing lines
of February
By the first
gloomy fields
of early March
we’d picked up speed
at last, and now
cheerful chatter
opened beer cans
balanced on
seat-back trays
we’re going full out
wheels clattering
on steel tracks
the train rocking
from side to side
really whizzing along
the white trackside blossom
of mid-April
just a blur
outside the window
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up front, the driver
getting ready to brake
to slow us down
for our first
scheduled stop -
2019’s late Easter -
the grimy city behind us
all but forgotten
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Late April afternoon

Within a few steps from home it’s clear
no adjective could do this weather justice
the sky a school parking lot on a Sunday afternoon
its color the sea in holiday brochures
the light such that no detail’s missed
shade under the trees I pass forming pools
to splash through or plunge into
Shaking off water like a dog
I wonder whether to dress
or walk on like this
the sun warming skin
blanched by winter
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Cars are like people

My neighbour Pietro’s
clearing out the trunk
of his silver-gray
Volkswagen Passat
now parked round the corner
from my house

I’ve got to get her
to the breaker’s
he explains
She can’t be fixed
They patch one leak
then oil just starts
squirting out
some place else

Don’t know how
I’ll get her there
he worries
They won’t collect
they said
The Germans screwed you again!
I tease him
knowing it’s his
second Passat

No
he tells me
a true believer
This ‘signora’
had done a hundred
and twenty thousand
before I got her
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And now? I ask
knowing he wants me to
Three hundred and forty!
he boasts

It’s not the Germans
he assures me
Cars are like people
They just start
losing pieces
when they get old

Pietro’s father’s
been ill I heard
close to death
He put a lot of miles
on that Passat
driving up and back
each evening
just to sit a little

I shrug
I’ve no more jokes to make
so turn away
it’s Saturday evening
I’m off to buy some beer
Pietro calls after me
as I walk away:

You think
you’re going to
live forever?
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Two Italian fathers watch their daughters riding bikes

Outside my kitchen window
a chilly Saturday evening in April
two Italian fathers
Massimo and Paolo
stand together
chatting about nothing
really watching their daughters
- they each have two -
riding bikes too fast
up and down the courtyard
around the parked cars

Massimo looks cold
dark puffer jacket
baseball cap pulled low
Paolo’s lightly-dressed
a pale sweatshirt only
but tall and confident
Now his wife
bright crimson top
no jacket either
joins them
she’s smiling

All three stand and watch
the girls whizz past
Perhaps it’s been suggested
they burn off
excess energy
before it’s hoped
they’ll sit still in a pizzeria
for an hour or two
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I sit back down
a bottle of beer uncapped
laptop screen lighting the room
and type this out
not really tasting my drink
a shame - it’s IPA -
trying to get this down
before it’s forgotten
as most such moments are
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I googled how to write a poem

I wondered lonely as a cloud
Your mom and dad they fuck you up
There’s not to reason why
- was all I knew about verse

I googled how to write a poem
and found a website with advice
Start with ones that rhyme, it said
I clicked another link instead

Turns out, anyone can be a poet
history is lousy with them
The precise form of a poem
is not important
Choose a topic
for example, the sea
What color is it?
How does it move?
Be as descriptive
as you can
Bore the shit out of them
with long lists of adjectives

Write what you know
I read elsewhere
which sounded like
a good idea:
e-commerce, marketing,
living in Italy...
Screw that
- nothing rhymes with Italy
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Enough research, I had a go
and hey, it’s not so hard
The poems you’re reading now
more or less wrote themselves
Hope that doesn’t show

The trick of poetry, I’d say
while admitting that
I’ve just begun
is not the writing of it,
as my granny would have put it
but the getting someone
to want to read it

Not to mention finding a way
to get your babies published
so as to send a copy
home to mom
Harder still, I’d suppose
to make any money
out of it

Marketing, it occurs
that’s what’s wanted here!
Now where can I find a poet
who desperately needs
marketing assistance
and yet has cash to pay?
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What would it feel like?

What would it feel like
to be that extremely short
rather plump
(but very friendly)
middle-aged blonde woman
who works in our local supermarket
and some place else on Sundays
and lives with seven cats
and her brother
- I got this from her gossipy colleague -
and rides her bike to work
on busy roads
but takes the bus
when all dressed-up
and going on a date?

What would it feel like
to be that beggar
the one with the
pink burn scars on his face
and no fingers at all
- his hands just rounded lumps -
now sitting on a sidewalk
holding out the plastic cup
I never drop anything into
when I pass each day
but later up
and heading home
at the end of a long shift
like all of us
who work in the city
but live elsewhere?
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What would it feel like
to be that gray-bearded
thinning-haired
paunchy foreign guy
the one who spends
most of each day
alone with a computer
whose kids are grown
who works too hard
and drinks too much
and might, if all goes well
manage another twenty years
but has no idea
what he’ll do with them
or why?
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Some bastards

Some bastards
rhyme their poems

And load them up
with portent terms

While I’ve just rhythm,
that’s hard to spell

And a vague sense
of something to say
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The submarine bird

Five a.m
or thereabouts
and the submarine bird
is back again
Outside my window
some way off
beyond the trees,
far from the happy-sounding
primary-school class row
the other birds are making
as they argue through
how the world might be

The submarine bird
hangs back
chats to no one
Perhaps he can’t
he’s got only one note
his plaintive sonar call
no good for gossip
only of use
to signal
his loneliness
and desire to mate
to other submarine birds

(Or ‘hers’
I’ve no idea of its sex
but just assumed
it’s a male, like me)

But it’s spring!
Remember that



imperative urge
for someone
that loves you
to love?
Yet
I’ve only ever heard
the undersea call
of one submarine bird

He must be lonely
I conclude
Too shy
or different
to make friends
No girlfriend
to nest with

Go submarine bird!
Keep on calling
I’m rooting
for you
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How to read a poem?

How to read a poem?
That’s a tough one,
I just write them,
but here goes...

Clear your desk
silence your smartphone
hang the ‘do not disturb’ sign
seek out deep thoughts

Intone it in a silly voice.
If the baby starts crying
or the dog barks
it’s a duff one

Tear it into shreds
and pop them in your mouth.
If they give you wind,
demand a refund

Shake your iPad
until it rattles
hold it on its side
until meaning falls out

Insert your little finger
pick out good bits
and flick them at someone
(eating your finds is gross)

Kneel respectfully
before my words
until they move you,
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or thoughts of french fries creep in
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Check the health of your teeth

CHECK THE HEALTH OF YOUR TEETH
the billboard urges me
for you will live forever
if you do
You’ll have more sex
and get a raise
Your kids will all be proud,
too

Good dental care
does not come cheap
but you deserve the best
So invest your cash
in a dazzling smile
be smarter than the rest!

(Financing available
subject to credit check)
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Killing the art of conversation

Wooden seafront walkway clanging
under my striding feet
The young couple ahead are ambling
taking up most of the width
not noticing me anxious to pass
Each has one arm folded at the elbow
something held in front
absorbing their attention:
mobile phones
killing the art of conversation
and on a sunny Easter Saturday like this!
I push past and sneek a sideways glance:
ice cream cones
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Would you like to read a poem?

Would you like to read a poem? I ask my wife
Sure, she replies, hand it over, and starts to read

Of course, it isn’t finished, I interrupt
There’s still some work to do before it’s ready

A hunchback mutant this one,
walks with a limp, when it can stand at all

Its balding pate is pink and rather scabby
that chin has seen no blade for many weeks

Pus-filled spots mar both its cheeks
from nose and ears sprout thick black hairs

His skin is patchy, flaking off in places
Each filthy fingernail is begging to be trimmed

Probably, I say, I should just delete it
It’s very good, she says, and funny, too
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Silence

I lie awake
listening to the silence

It’s late for the rush of night buses
yet too early for birdsong

Far overhead
a passenger jet passes

Dry fingertips rasp cotton sheets
Some rumblings from within, a fart

A train trundles in sidings
perhaps a kilometer away

My wife gives a snore
then breathes regularly again

I listen a while more
but the silence has gone
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Yellow rubber gloves

We have a machine,
of course, but it leaked
and now gets used
for storing pan lids
the money for a replacement
carefully saved

Like mother and grandmother
before me, nails cracked
skin reddened
by hot water and detergent
I put on yellow rubber gloves
and start to scrub

I imagine my children
one day doing
this same chore
washing up
after meals
they’ll have prepared
for their own families
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Register

While you kids are coloring
(quietly, that’s lovely,
and it’ll last a couple of minutes)
I’ll do the register

Now, who’s here?
Sebastiano, are you here?
YES!
Elena, are YOU here?
Yes

Edward, are YOU here?
Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes
Marta, are you HERE?
Yes (I’d type that in a smaller font, but don’t know how)

Eugenio, are YOU here?
Si
Giacomo, are you here?
(I can see he isn’t
but there’s a tradition to follow:
calling every name)

GIACOMO, are you HERE?
I repeat for effect
NO! Sebastiano shouts back
his tone suggesting
I should know better
He’s sick
Elena informs me

Brianna, are you here?
The last name
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on the register,
she’s new
the niece of a former student
from Peru
her mother just told me
she doesn’t speak Italian

No answer, then
but I don’t insist
maybe next time

I modify my voice,
Two more minutes, kids,
then finish your pictures
at home.

“I don’t have colors at home”
Eugenio complains
“I have LOTS” says Edward.

Tell your mum and dad
that colors are important
I say
and everyone nods -
it’s obvious

One minute! I announce
and start tidying away
the colored pens
into plastic pots
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The poet’s not up

It’s 10 a.m.
the poet’s not up
as anyone can see

He’ll sometimes write
throughout the night
then stay in bed
‘till three

If you would like
to leave a note
I’ll put it where
he’ll find it

You say you planned
to shake his hand
and shower him
with cash?

Just one moment, then
I’ll go wake him
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Coffee cools at a predictable rate

Coffee cools
at a predictable rate
from the moment
it’s first placed
beside my bed

Way before
my befuddled brain
can command an arm
to find the smartphone
and check the time

sensitive lips
are able to say
how long it’s taken
- is taking -
to struggle
from sleep
to morn
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On my wife being constipated

Go poo
I insist
Settle down
Stay a while
Take your phone
It’s been a week now
You have to try, at least
Stay there ‘til something moves
Do you need any help? I wink
Thank you but no
she replies
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Tuesday evening rainstorm

Bologna, early April, sometime after seven p.m.
I can think of worst places to be when the heavens open

Out on a small boat, with a crew that’s frightened by weather
Up in the hills, a long way from shelter

But sat in rush-hour traffic on a heavy motorbike
is high on my list of situations to avoid

The first drops bounce down on dusty cobbles
I slow right down, hoping it’ll soon blow over

Carelessly-homicidal Italian drivers
now peer alarmed through misted, rain-splashed windshields

Pedestrians under umbrellas, looking neither left or right
rush across my path, puddles splash my legs

Leaving the historic center, it’s obvious,
the storm and I are heading the same way

Everything I pass, that passes me, gets drenched
But now the gloom is less, the sky is clearing

A puff of diesel fumes from the bus ahead
sparkles black then swirls away in rain-washed air

Past the interstate now, and heading north
The traffic calms, I start to plan our meal

The evening sun peeks from a range of mountainous clouds
I turn into my street, arriving just ahead



Shielding her hair, my wife runs out with garage key
Hoping I’ll get in, dry, before the drops fall faster

Don’t bother, I say, pointing down at soaking jeans
But thanks! She nods, and smiles to see me safe
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Detectives and crime

(in terrible rhyme,
with cuss words)

Here’s one for you
that knows it’s true
a poem ain’t fine
if it don’t rhyme
but also a warning
to y’all this morning:
much like bad rap
my rhyming is crap

So, detectives in books
don’t eat much, or shit
they don’t have time
when fighting crime
and defeating it

One such best-seller
an imposing fella
is Lee Child’s Jack Reacher
no pre-school teacher
(unconvincingly played in the movies by Tom Cruise, who’s half Reacher’s 
height)
Beats impossible odds
kills every villain
all evil sods
then gets the women
after which
he always leaves them
I just can’t see
why that would be
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So the Reacher reader
doesn’t feel inferior?
“Oh man I suck
I’m out of luck”
Don’t worry you weakling
you still have a shot
at a woman that’s hot
Jack’s gone in the night
seeking out the next fight
leaving you, little man,
to carry the can

Most literary fiction
demands that I question
the world I live in

when I’d rather spend time
with detectives and crime
which are more reassuring
and not nearly as boring
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Poet for a week now

So Daniel,
you’ve been a poet for what
a week now?
How’s it going?

Pretty well -
thanks for asking -
I’d say it suits me better
than teaching
or marketing
fewer emails to answer
for a start
in fact just the one, all week
from a lady who wrote
she liked ‘Allergic’
as her husband
sneezes loudly too

My wife says
I’ve been happy
and should continue

I’ve not made any money
of course
though I think that’s expected
a badge of honour
so to speak
and honestly?
I don’t care
which is refreshing
and anyway
means there’ll be
no taxes to pay
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I’m getting less sleep
than usual
as ideas pop into my head
like fireworks
at New Year
- I’m often up writing notes
at four a.m.

One morning, though
I stayed in bed till after eight
which was unheard of
on a Friday
but there!
Poets can do stuff like that
It’s in the job description
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I don’t entirely understand

I don’t like, or to put it in a way that casts me
in a better light, I don’t entirely understand,
poems that show up formally-dressed in shirt and tie

with clean evenly-spaced verses, each with a regular
number of lines, justified to margins left and right,
but then behave unpredictably, drinking too much,

insulting the hostess and urinating in auntie’s
wardrobe when inebriated. By which I mean, of
course, with verses that end mid-sentence only to

continue two rows down, new ones starting halfway
through a line, and all that stuff. Why is there never
an English literature teacher close by, when you need one?
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I’ll have a Victor, Eddie

Friday evening at a pizzeria
a nice place, highly-recommended
by my wife’s knitting friends
professional women
the sort of people who know,
who’ll never look to see the cost
before ordering what they fancy
“It does primi, too”
she tells me
“Not just pizzas”
so not run by Asians then
“And very reasonable, too”
she reassures me.

Everyone’s here, for a change
my eldest back from college
with her boyfriend,
visiting for the first time.
And all cheerful
the kids chatting and laughing together
my wife beaming.

Borrowing her pink reading glasses
I find the ‘Pizze’ section of the menu
expecting the usual difficulty
selecting just the right one
the perfect combination of ingredients
that’s never possible
without paying for extra toppings,
which I refuse to do,
but no, there, the Victor
an unusual name
spicy salami, gorgonzola, black olives
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I snap the menu closed
“So soon?” my wife’s surprised.

A stocky waiter, fortyish
starts taking orders
When his eyes meet mine
I ask his name
which confuses him
I use the formal address
the third person pronoun ‘Lei’
but he hears ‘lei’ - no capital
- meaning ‘she’
and turns round searching
for the missing female.
“No YOU” I clarify
“What’s YOUR name?”
Eddie, he says,
and asks right back, and you?
which surprised me
I don’t know why.

I’d planned to make
some feeble joke
I’ll have a Victor, Eddie
or some such
but Eddie,
hearing my British accent,
wants to know
where I’m from.
I tell him
but he makes no comment
which is unusual
What’s he thinking, I ask myself
“Where’re you from then, Eddie?”
Albania, he answers
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I sailed past it once, at night
on a fourteen metre yacht
on the way from Ravenna, in Italy
to Corfu, in Greece
the skipper pointing out
the lights onshore
that’s Montenegro, he said
and later
where there was only darkness,
Albania
a strange, poor land
once run by a dictator
now, who knows,
probably a great place
to leave.

The Victor was good
and the bill reasonable
as I’d been promised
Leaving, I stopped Eddie
to tell him so
“You make me happy, Daniel”
he replied.
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Self-Service Checkout

I’m afraid you’ll have to wait
the Self-Service Checkout Assistant apologized
These two are out of order
and this one
has an elderly lady stuck in it
She has the front of the till open
and is guarding it
until the engineer can come
Let me see, I offer
I always unblock the photocopiers at school
Mind your hands, she warns me
holding hers up for me to see
Those cogs are all oily
I’d wait, if I were you

I start to pull on one of
the old woman’s unfashionable shoes
My wife leans over my shoulder to see
She’s like that
can’t resist trying to help
Careful a bit doesn’t break off
she tells me, unnecessarily
or we’ll never get out of here
I know, I Know, I say
concentrating on tugging
the mangled old biddy
from the mechanism

There, Out! I exclaim
pleased with my work
But Stefi is peering deeper
into the workings
No, she tells me
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There’s another one
stuck further in
An old fellow with a stick
and one of those wheelie bags

Let me see, I insist
trying to nudge her
out of the way
but she’s stubborn
grabbing grandpa’s coat
and starting to pull
There! See? she says
as the last scrap
of oily pensioner
drops out onto the floor
It’s not just men
that can do these things
Excuse me, miss,
she turns to the assistant
who’s been checking her phone
discreetly while we worked
It’s fixed
Would you press ‘Reset’
so we can pay?
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Cancer diagnosis

With all due respect
to the rest of you,
the only one that matters
is mine

Once
the hypochondriac’s lottery win
I dread
has come,
I plan to relax
and live a little

Safe in the knowledge
that nothing worse
can happen
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See past the bullshit

We’re constantly being manipulated
with loaded terms
by groups who won’t admit
perhaps even to themselves
what their stances
really imply

Your preachy churchy friends
will say they’re pro-life
By definition, then
they must be anti-choice
For them, no woman’s right to choose
exists

While feminists that march
for women’s rights -
so many valid reasons
from family-planning to rape -
stand tall for their sisters’
right to kill

An embryo or a baby?
A choice or a crime?
Your body or ours?
It fascinates me to note
that in many other lands
such false dichotomies
signify nothing

See past the propaganda
Ask WHY these labels
mean so much in yours
Then, do me a favor?
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Tell us what you think
in straightforward terms:

“I believe
or am prepared to accept
that the interests of my community
and by definition, its future member
my unborn child,
take priority over my own”

A valid point of view
People around the world
feel the same way

“I believe
that the death of the fetus
in my womb, not yet a legal person
in most places, matters less than
my right as an adult woman
to choose the course of my own life”

Also solid
Most of Europe would agree
though who cares what they think?

Without the bullshit labels, though
there emerge,
like whales breaking the surface
after rising rapidly from the depths,
two very different perspectives
of the role of women
in our societies

Plus, some important implications
for us men, too!
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Though perhaps that’s the real issue
behind the abortion debate?
Are we pro- or anti-
PATRIARCHY?

That’s got absolutely nothing
to do with it, you object
It’s about the sanctity of life!
It’s about a woman’s right to choose!
- Men, mind your own business!
Oh my God
here we go again...
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I’m arguing with my wife

Fighting is the usual metaphor
we’re having a fight
The kids know the signs
and leave us to it
I attack, she defends
cut, parry
punch, guard
assault launched
but resisted
The fighters are evenly-matched
the battle flows from room to room
propelled by my anger
fueled by her defense
which makes it worse
Like in a real fight
instinct takes over
things quickly get out of hand
damage is inflicted
later to be regretted
Is it tides that ebb and flow?
My anger does, too
sometimes receeding -
Let’s stop this I say
or she does
Yes let’s -
then surging back
Her decisions leave me
with no good options
which she knows
but prefers to ignore
This is, what
the third or fourth such brawl
in the last few months?
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the same each time
frustration and fury taking hold
usually after too much to drink
I lash out, she steps back
I push my attack
she resists
Later, both exhausted
we agree to watch TV
which calms things down
We head for bed
still in a sour mood
no defeat conceded
or victory to cheer
I wake at five
to write this down
Regretful
wishing there was another way
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The big, gray octopus

Thursday evening
preschool class
everyone’s tired
so I get out
the over-sized story books
and ask them to select one
to read together
sitting on the carpet

If you’ll settle down kids
I’ll begin -
thank you

So, one day
the BIG, GRAY octopus
was really hungry
not having eaten
since the night before
it being his habit
to breakfast only
on black coffee,
on account of his waistline
and fondness for alcohol

Out he stretched
all eight tentacles
and waited patiently
for something to come along
that he could EAT!

Turn the page for me, Pietro
will you?
thank you
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Ah! What have we here?
asked the BIG, GRAY octopus
Yum! A BIG, BLUE crab
my favorite snack...

“I’ve eaten that”
interrupts five-year-old Marta.
“It had hands just like that!”
she points at the crab’s claws
“My daddy helped me”

How interesting,
thank you, Marta

“Would you like to dine with me?”
the BIG, GRAY octopus  
asked the BIG, BLUE crab
in his politest voice
But the crab wasn’t daft
in fact,
he was a lot brighter
than the one that Marta ate
so he scuttled off
as fast as he was able

By now
the octopus’s tummy
was really rumbling
but fortunately
along came a
BIG, RED LOBSTER
- isn’t he a funny-looking fellow?

“I’ve eaten that”
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Marta says again
“Me too!”
adds Sebastiano
from the other side
of the semi-circle

Turn the page, someone,
this is taking longer
than I’d imagined

So the BIG, GRAY octopus
asked the BIG, RED lobster
to stay for lunch
which would have been him
of course

But the BIG, RED lobster
wasn’t born yesterday, either
and reversed back
out of reach of
the BIG, GRAY octopus’s tentacles
(I stretch out my arms dramatically
as if to grab
the nearest child).

Oh poo!
said the BIG GREY octopus,
who was really, really hungry
by this point
and wishing he’d had
eggs and bacon for breakfast,
who WILL be my lunch?

At which point
a LITTLE, PINK shrimp
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swims into range
Hello little fellow
the BIG, GRAY octopus greets him,
you’re a tiddler, indeed
but what the hell,
how about joining me
for a bite to eat
so to speak

It occurs to me to ask
Has anyone eaten
a LITTLE, PINK shrimp?
And amazingly...
no one has
not even Marta,
the gourmet preschooler

You know, I insist
like in ‘spaghetti allo scoglio’?
yet still no one
how odd!

Don’t blame you
I tell them
they’re fiddly as buggery
and get your fingers greasy
which makes holding your wine glass
a challenge
and I do hate
greasy fingerprints
on wine glasses
don’t you?

Anyway,
the famished octopus,
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whose mum had clearly not taught him
that snatching is rude
lunged at the LITTLE, PINK shrimp
with all eight arms...

“There are six!”
a little voice says.
No, there are eight
Let’s count them:
one, two, THREE, FOUR,
FIVE, SIX, SEVEN, EIGHT
see?
though I admit
the illustrator
could have been clearer

But back to the BIG, GRAY octopus
grabbing uncouthly
at his lunch
- perhaps he’d skipped
fluid dynamics
so didn’t realize
all those kilos
of octopus tentacle
moving rapidly
through the water
towards the terrified
LITTLE PINK shrimp
would create
a sort of pressure wave,
call it a current
if you wish,
that would simply WHOOSH
a sea creature
with such little mass



as the LITTLE PINK shrimp
right out of reach

Oh poo!
said the BIG GREY octopus again
or it may have been something
your moms wouldn’t want you to hear
The LITTLE PINK shrimp, though,
was mightily relieved
That said,
I have it on good authority
that just a few days later
his luck ran out
on a pile of spaghetti
in Marta’s dad’s
favorite fish restaurant
turn the page, Eugenio

SQUALO!
shout the kids in unison
Correct, I say
it’s a BIG SHARK
with BIG TEETH too, can you see?
What color is it?
A BIG, BLACK AND WHITE shark,
very good

Now octopuses
are supposed to be
intelligent beasts
but this one
was much less bright
than you lot
You KNOW that sharks
will eat you,
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don’t you?
Nods
- three-year-old Edward
is muttering the word ‘shark!’ to himself
committing it to memory -

Bet you could name
lots of animals
that would eat you,
I challenge them

TIGER!

CROCODILE!

LUPO! (Italian for WOLF!)

DINOSAUR!
(sixty-five million years
is a difficult concept
when you’re four)

Very good,
excellent,
well done!
Now, where were we?

So,
the BIG, GRAY octopus
not having your detailed knowledge
of apex predators
wondered politely
if the BIG, BLACK AND WHITE shark
would stay for lunch
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Thereupon
the BIG, BLACK AND WHITE shark
open his enormous mouth
see all these sharp teeth?
and chomped right down
on the BIG, GRAY octopus

Which is where
our story ends

(silence)

“I’ve eaten octopus”
Marta tells us
in a thoughtful tone,
as if just realizing
that fish
are people too

“Me too!”
says Sebastiano
smacking his lips.
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Bacon, fried eggs, buttered toast

Bacon, fried eggs, buttered toast,
filter coffee and tea,
not too hot
or she can’t drink it,
is harder than you’d imagine
at six-twenty
on a Saturday morning
after Friday’s
three beers
and a bottle of red
in front of Netflix.

Why the devil
do Italian schools
start so early?
Six days a week!

Advice to my thirty-year-old self:
sleep while you can,
“Winter is coming”.
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Huge great tuna

Huge great tuna
propped up on a bed of ice
Hacked off head
on one side
Thirty kilos of body and tail
on the other
firm pink flesh
glistening at the cut

You make me think
of the shitty way
we treat our fellow creatures
This week
over a thousand dolphins,
many with signs of injury
from nets,
washed up along
the west coast of France
Might have panicked,
the radio expert said
swam in the wrong direction
made things worse

Why don’t people eat dolphins
I wondered
All that meat
just lying there

Some nice crispy bread,
a green salad
a couple of slices fried in butter
balsamic vinegar drizzled over
perhaps a few drops
of soy sauce?
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Allergic

I don’t mind
the burning sensation
the runny nose
the itchy eyes
having to stay indoors
or the spit
dripping down my visor
when I ride my motorcycle
to work.

What does get on my nerves
is my wife
when she tells me
I sneeze too loudly.
But you shout
when you sneeze,
she accuses
can’t you close your mouth?

If I do that,
I explain
for the millionth time,
the pressure of the sneeze
will be so great
it’ll make my ears pop,
which hurts.
My eyes will bulge
out of my head
Once I even did
a solid fart,
which wasn’t nice.

Sorry if I bother you
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I’ll go somewhere else
and die quietly
No that’s OK, she says,
you’re right
it must be worse for you.
After forty-five years,
I tell her,
I’m used to it
I don’t mind.
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4 a.m. plans on how to spend my birthday

The morning writing poems
rather than emails

Take the bus to work
not the motorbike
(so time to read)

Lunch from the takeaway
around the corner
no leftovers in ice cream tubs
this special day

After my lesson
a beer in the pub near school
crisps for the wife

Steak and salad for dinner
so fewer dishes to wash
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A good death

The cat’s, not mine
which is much more likely
to involve drama
and flashing blue lights
She spent the day
curled up on a scarf
in the narrow space
behind the toilet bowl
until being lifted this evening
- she weighs a feather -
and placed gently
on a woolen rug
on the sofa in the living room
(we all shifted over to make space)
where, now unresponsive
she witnesses four teenagers
three of whom
she’s known most of her life
speaking loudly
while playing cards for money
“She’s not usually like this”
says our youngest, Tom,
by way of apology
to the guest
“She’s dying, see.
She’s been doing it
for a week.”
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Lush

Slowing my motorbike
on the curved freeway exit
colored flowers in the wet roadside grass
catch my eye: a red poppy
nameless pink ones
a crowd of sky-blue dots

Waiting at the junction
I remember coming this way
in a used family car
to load up with groceries
our first child just a newborn
asleep in a protective yellow crib
in the back seat behind me

The lush trees that screen the freeway
were only skinny saplings
tied to stakes for protection

Their branches spread high now
My daughter’s away at college
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I’ve been giving some thought

I’ve been giving some thought
to how you should dispose of my remains
after I’m gone, I begin
knowing that this won’t be
an easy conversation

Obviously, donate any bits
that are still usable
There’s a card in my wallet
and the ASL* should have it on record

If it were up to me
I’d say round up some neighbors
and drop me into the organic trash
preferably on Monday
just after they’ve emptied it
Leave it until the weekend
and I’ll be bouncing around
on top of a pile of pruned branches
and hedge clippings
for everyone to see
which wouldn’t be respectful and anyway
someone would call the vigili**
and get you into trouble.

I had thought I’d like to be buried
back in the UK, but you know,
what with Brexit and that
I’ve sort of gone off the idea
Plus, it would cost an arm and a leg
Keep the money for the grandkids,
when they arrive.
Did you know
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that in Britain
you can be buried in the woods,
in a cheap cardboard coffin
or just a shroud?
Bet you’ll miss me telling you
how things are better there
You can even bury a loved one
in your garden
if you have one,
though a house with a garden in the south-west
doesn’t come cheap

Which leaves Italy
regulated all to hell
so as to guarantee some lobby group
a decent living milking the rest of us
If you really MUST deal with an undertaker
tell him you’ll only pay
for whatever’s legally necessary,
ask for a discount and
if you don’t get one
say you’ll try his competitors
down the street
and will only be back
if his quote’s the lowest,
just like Italians do
when choosing an English course

Cremation could be an option
though I hear it costs more
and you have to book ages ahead
like when you had that epidural, remember?
But then...
what will you do with the ashes?
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I’ve noted down a few suggestions
in case you don’t have better ideas:

- mix me with some cement
and redo the grouting on the back wall

- cat litter? Though it’s looking as if
I’ll definitely outlast her

- this one’s probably illegal:  
use my ashes to add a touch
of wood-fired-oven authenticity
to your home-made
dinner-party pizzas
(spread a little of the grit
on a hard surface,
drop the flattened disks of dough onto it,
then pop them in the preheated electric oven
Voila, just like in a restaurant!)

- scattering me on the sea
or into a river
would be illegal in Italy, I’ve read,
as are viking-style funerals
but there’s nothing in the codice civile about sewers...
So a model boat bearing the urn
(a paper cup?)
which catches fire ‘by accident’
what do you say?
We could have Nordic music.
Obviously, you shouldn’t try this if
on the big day
there’s a smell of methane

- my favorite, get the preschoolers
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to do a ‘glue and ash’ picture
of their late teacher
(show them how to use glue
to draw a stick man,
sprinkle my ashes
liberally over the A4 sheet
while the glue is still sticky,
shake the page to reveal...
the finished ‘memento mori’
is that the term?
Have a dustpan and brush handy)

* ASL - regional health service
** vigili - local police
.
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End of an era?

April 2019
the cat died
my youngest went out with his friends
for the first time
on a Saturday night
and came home late
but safe
I enjoyed my birthday
which is odd
Awake at four am
I write this on a smartphone
so as not to disturb
The 2020s have begun
nine months early
Eras rarely coincide
exactly with decades
or centuries
Newly fifty-two
I do the math:
divide by two
multiply by three
is twenty-six
fifty-two
seventy-eight
the start of my Third Age, then
What’ll it bring?
I’m hopeful
a beginning
not an end
That’s odd, too
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Bayerische Motern Werke

Translucent pearl white
one point zero eight five liters
constructed with love
in Munich, Bavaria
she’ll do zero to sixty
in, what,
about four and a half seconds?

This teenage dream of a motorcycle
and I, have been together
since she was a voluptuous twenty-seven,
though old enough to know her own mind,
and I was forty-two, and wasn’t.

That winter I’d had a heart attack,
after which
an Italian friend worried
I’d get cold in the wind
(rather than that some idiot
compatriot of his,
in too much of a hurry,
would knock us over.)

The wind? I scoffed
This piece of engineering
weighs four hundred and fifty kilos
and can reach illegal speeds
in the time it takes you
to locate the car keys
in your designer jacket.
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A tall man

A tall man
standing at the open door
of a parked car
makes me wonder
as I pass
walking back from the supermarket
on a Saturday afternoon
with a backpack
full of groceries
(mainly wine and beer)

An elderly woman
hobbles towards me, smiling
“Ciao” calls the man
from behind me
his intonation
making it a greeting
“I didn’t know you were coming”
says his mum.
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Mr Palmer

The highlight of my long
but sporadic career as a poet
(a single day when aged eleven
two weeks now at fifty-two)
was when our teacher
Mr Palmer one day announced
that our class would spend the morning
writing poems, and couldn’t go out
in the playground until we’d each
completed at least one

It doesn’t have to rhyme
he reassured us
just write down what you feel
A strange instruction at the time
which lead to lots of head-scratching

After some minutes before
a blank sheet of A4
some silly idea
probably copied from
something I’d seen on TV
came spurting from my pencil lead:
half a dozen verses in dramatic style
I wish I had them still

Later, I was called to the stage
to read aloud at assembly
The headmaster introduced me:
Daniel Stephens
has written a poem
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Famous for two minutes,
there followed
a long hiatus
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Everyone needs to improve their English

Teaching English in Italian companies,
I learned
that everyone needs to improve their English
like right now

Italians study English at school
endless years of grammar and tests
but don’t learn much

Their priority now
is speaking and listening
more grammar will help!
(it doesn’t)

No one has time anyway
or if they do
can’t be bothered

The important ones
have a P.A.
to translate and interpret,
however badly
SHE can come to your class
(in her lunch break, mind)

Lessons never start on time
most students aren’t even
in the building
- they clock in
then go to the bar

Though no one goes home on time
either
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the later you stay
the more essential you seem

The cheapest English school
always gets this contract
(there’ll be another next year
I swear)

Eating the free lunch each day
made me horribly fat
So have the salad

And the company itself?
Well, what can I say?
Find out where
the coffee machine is

No one’s boss
has the slightest idea
The managers,
always older men,
don’t mix with their staff

The ‘entrepreneur’
- don’t let him see you
or he’ll slash the training budget again -
is anything but
(though his father and grandfather were)

The accounting year
ends in December
distracting your students
from November on
and ruining
everyone’s Christmas
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The CEO (pronounced ‘See yoh!’)
won’t be around long they say
and mostly hides in his office

Sales staff get paid the most
and are always leaving
for better jobs elsewhere

I.T.’s job is to say ‘No’
hence no Wi-Fi
and Skype lessons
on private smartphones

See
it’s like ‘Hotel California’
Once you get a contract here
you can never leave

Everyone hates human resources
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The cat on the mat

A gray and white cat
sits on a mat
no, really it’s some sort of fancy carpet,
on the shiny white-tiled floor
of the empty lobby
of an Adriatic-coast hotel
mid-evening on the Saturday of Easter weekend
as we walk past on the sidewalk outside

Did you see that cat?
I ask my wife, who hasn’t
So we walk back a few steps to see the cat
all alone on a carpet in the white-tiled hotel lobby
now washing its paws
first one then the other

If he washes behind his ears it means it’s going to rain
my wife tells me
how she knows it’s a male cat I’ve no idea
It’s not going to rain I assure her
(I checked the forecast)
And indeed, the cat doesn’t wash behind its ears

As we resume our walk
a shiny black Merc SUV pulls up at the kerb
a couple gets out
They have a large, milk-coffee colored
boxer-dog on a leash
Oh poor cat! exclaims my wife
Don’t worry, I reassure her,
he’ll be long gone
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“The dog was gray, though”
says my wife when she sees this
The CAT was gray, I explain,
so the dog has to be brown
More colors that way
And it’s a poem after all
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Customs and Excise

Even through two layers of cloth
one of them stiff denim
I have no problem
spying the contours
of plump labia majora
(or parting them
with my fingers
in the dark)

But not having a boyfriend
or being a urologist
(or a pathologist
for that matter)
the look and texture
of a foreskin
is mysterious to me

mine having been excised
at an early age
nicked, you might say
if in the mood
for bad puns

Not being Jewish
or Muslim
I suspect my mother
needed a couple of days off
and the offer of free surgery
for her infant
was too good to pass up

My father has one
I recall
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and my baby son
now a bashful teenager
but it’s not
the sort of thing
you can ask about
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How to survive an aviation disaster

The pilot’s gone cross-eyed
pressed ‘down’
instead of ‘up’
his helper’s on the john
not in his seat
the flight attendants
selling scratchcards
& soggy burgers
fail to notice
something’s wrong
An engine falls away
and then another
We’ll land on water
and all drown
or choke in smoke
or burn to death
Oh God!

Be calm my friend
I’ve done this
many times before
You will survive
I guarantee it*
I’ve two techniques
that always work
they’re yours for free
so chill

Try first my patent
‘monsters under the bed’
method,
which works like this:
pretend, eyes closed,
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there’s nothing there
think hard of Christmas
monsters aren’t inclined
to eat people thinking that,
you must be scared
or won’t taste good
The wings won’t fail
if no one’s looking,
see?

Second technique -
use only when things
really do look bad -
a mountain looming
in the dark
collision imminent
Think of taxes
creeping cancer
broken hearts
Sudden death
sounds rather better
don’t you think?

Then through the magic power
of sheer bad luck
the sun comes out
both jets restart
the pilot yawns
and gains control
That future pain’s
now still to come
you’ll die another day instead
Works every time
you’ll see
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*In the extremely
unlikely event
that your name
or worse, mine,
appears on a list of
aircraft disaster fatalities,
you are advised
to seek legal advice
regarding the validity
of this warranty
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Good news story

For Richard, who commented at EasyItalianNews.com
“How about at least one article with some news
that’s positive and uplifting? Grazie mille”

Thanks to Europe’s internment camps in Libya
and to the efforts of the popularist / nationalist
Italian government coalition, this week
only insignificant numbers of migrants drowned
while trying to cross the Mediterranean Sea

In another story, youth unemployment in Italy
is down to just 31.9%, from a 2014 peak of 43.3%
58.8% of all Italians are now in some form of employment
useful or otherwise

In politics, a further increase in IVA - a ‘value added tax’
on essentials like water and electricity -
which rose to 22% in 2013,
has not yet been confirmed for 2020

And now to the weather:
the Easter holiday weekend, which millions of Italian
spent at the coast or in the mountains,
was rated low-risk for exposure to solar radiation
so making sunglasses and protective creams unnecessary
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Sexy shop

Yeah, I know
it sounds stupid
but that’s where
Italians go
to stock up on vibrators
and bondage gear
and so on

People here
have trouble
with the idea
that in English
a noun
like ‘English’
(the language
not the nationality)
or ‘sex’
can modify
another noun
for example:
‘teacher’
or ‘shop’

Sexy knickers
sexy teacher
no problems there
Adjectives and nouns
go together like
whips and chains

Though sometimes
they’re back to front:
‘mutande sexy’
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(knickers sexy)
‘professore di inglese
intelligente e simpatico’
(figure that one out
for yourself )

Put two nouns together
though
rubber plus fetish
or
more conventionally
wedding and ring
and suddenly
everyone’s scratching
their heads

Beats me
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Last defense

The child
God knows whose
is standing on the bench
outside our door
finger reaching up
to touch the bell
expression wondering
how I’ll react
when he presses it

That button, I tell him
is our last defense
against the Russian army

Anyone from round here
who survives the initial,
overwhelming assault
knows to drag their maimed
and bleeding body
up onto that bench
you’re standing on right now
reach up,
just as you’re doing,
and press it

Which will set off
a terrific explosion!

The whole house will go up
all those cars
will be destroyed
and the enemy
will be repelled,
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though at a heavy cost

I agree, I add
it’s odd to have such a button
right there
where anyone could press it
even by accident.

But if the Russians come...

He smiles
jumps down from the bench
and runs to join his mother
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Money-Back Guarantee

If this volume of poetry
does not fully satisfy
your expectations,
fails to make you laugh
or think,
or is
in any other way
not as described
in the product description,
please return it
with a request
that your payment
be reversed forthwith
(Kindly allow
24-48 hours
for your refund
to be processed)
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